INTRODUCTION

The association of HRH Prince Leonard with personnel of the Vatican, may be
considered as from the time which Sir Tho mas Ericksen, Ambassador for Hutt River
Prov ince, Knighted Josyf Slipyj, Cardinal Archbishop Major of the Vatican on behalf
ofHRH Prince Leonard.

Then HRH Pr ince Leonard was invited to the Vatican, and to be invo lved in several
quite major functions with Cardinal Josyf Slipyj and the Ukrainian Bishops of the
World. But when HRH Prince Leonard received the invitation to visit the Vatican
from Cardinal Josyf Slipyj, through the Bishops in Melbourne, Prince Leonard
ment ioned that he would accept the invitation and also that he would consider issuing
some Post age Stamps to commemorate his first International trip and first visit to the
Vatican.

A while later Father Crespo Neches gave HRH Prince Leonard a full length
photograph of H.B. Pope John Paul II and Cardinal Josyf Slipyj, saying that the
photograph was sent out especially from the Vat ican with a message, that he could
use the pho tograph for Postage Stamps and to also put his own photograph on the
stamp alongside their photographs. This HR B Prince Leonard did as one may see
w ithin this manuscript.

It is interesting that HRH Prince Leonard did change his research from pure basic
Physics to Law and subsequently into the pure Physics of the Spiritual, and form ed a
Royal College of Advanced Research (for specific research in Spiritua l), of which he
has writt en a number of very advanced Books on Spiritual, using Mathemati cs,
pri mar ily using, Mathemat ical Probabilities to form a Mathematical Model, but which
in the Sp iritual Field is k nown under the classification of "Gematria" .

His students, now researchers, have also done some books in this field under HRH
Prince Leonard' s guidance and tuition.

These books are in a number of National

Libraries including Australia, American, Israel, etc...

From the Mathematical Models HRH Prince Leonard calculated a Mathematical
model ofa wave frequency, ener gy, of, "God" .

This of cou rse, is then purely a Hypothesis and to prove it up to a Theory it is
desired to prove it, "Visually" . To do this pro ving, he used the, "Fibo nacci Series",
which is of the shape of "All Living Matter" , and they combine quite perfectly.

It is from there that one may take out further eva luations on the Spiritua l, that is
from a Visual point.

Then he calculated a Formula. which when applied to anything which exists, will
give Mathematical Formula of the Wave Frequency which is sent out into Infinity
unless acted upon by another force. This was done in order to furt her evaluate the
Spiritual Energy.

The various groupings of the same Wave Frequency of various models patterns do
occur.

Whilst HRH Princ e Leonard, had no contact or even knowledge of the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences, and his attempt to set up Research Organisat ion in Jordan, after
receiving ver y favorable response through his Representative there from several
Universities, it is reputed that the Australian Government pressured the Jordan
Gov ernment to stop this happeni ng and Pri nce Leonard' s Representative had to flee
Jordan .

Wherein the Wave Frequency Model of God fits to the Fibonacci Ser ies then is,
"God" , the sum product of all Spiritual Energy o f the Living.

This quest ion, is a lready under research, and is a matter which at this time should be
seriously considered, espe cially with the advanced knowledge available.
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